Upcoming Events

**March 12: Exploring Ethics Conference Series**
“Where Do All the Conflicts Go? Managing Conflicts of Interest at an Academic Medical Center”

**Teresa Anderson, RN**, Director, Conflicts of Interest, Wake Forest Baptist Health

Potential conflicts of interest occur often, especially in an academic medical center full of intelligent, highly motivated scientists, clinicians and business executives. Conflicts of interest can create the appearance of unethical or biased results and transactions if they are not mitigated. This presentation will provide definitions and common examples of the various conflicts of interest that can arise in research, clinical care, education, and procurement. Management or mitigation of conflicts of interest will be discussed, with some case study examples for audience participation.

**12:00-1:00 PM**
Conference Room 10B, 10th Floor Conference Room, Comprehensive Cancer Center at WFBMC.
To register, [please click here](#).

---

**April 14: Bioethics Lecture**
Ethics for the Anthropocene

**Larry R. Churchill, PhD**, Professor of Medical Ethics Emeritus, Vanderbilt University. Editor for *Critical Assessments, Perspectives in Biology and Medicine*

Dr. Churchill’s latest book, *Ethics for Everyone*, has just been published by Oxford University Press.

**5:00-6:00 PM**
**Location:** Room 401, ZSR Library Auditorium, Reynolda Campus, Wake Forest University

**Refreshments to follow – in lobby area of Auditorium**
**ANNOUNCEMENT**

**GRADUATE CERTIFICATE SUMMER ADMISSION WITH ONLINE COURSES**

Interest in Wake Forest University's Bioethics Graduate Program educational offerings continues to grow beyond our immediate geography. Therefore, the graduate program is now offering summer admission to its certificate options (Graduate Certificate in Bioethics, Graduate Certificate in Biomedical Research Ethics, and Graduate Certificate in Clinical Bioethics).

The Graduate Certificate is a freestanding program of graduate study in which students may take the same courses as students in the Master of Arts in Bioethics graduate program. It is offered to increase the flexibility and attractiveness of graduate study in bioethics, particularly to working professionals who wish to add bioethics knowledge to their professional practice. Summer admission is geared toward individuals interested in taking summer online courses to meet some or all of the graduate certificate requirements.

For more information about Graduate Certificate options, click: [http://bioethics.wfu.edu/academic/graduate-programs/graduate-certificates/](http://bioethics.wfu.edu/academic/graduate-programs/graduate-certificates/) and/or contact Vicky Zickmund (zickmuvl@wfu.edu)

The Bioethics Graduate Program at Wake Forest University is accepting applications for Summer 2020 (certificate/online courses), Fall 2020 and Spring 2021 admission.

The Program provides an educational opportunity in bioethics for current and future professionals, including health care providers, researchers in biomedicine and the life sciences, lawyers, and professionals in health and research administration and the biotechnology industry.

The program is attractive to working professionals as well as students in pre-health, pre-law, and humanities programs who will continue onto professional schools and/or doctoral programs. The students in the Bioethics program bring a diversity of academic, employment, and life experiences to the classroom. The program faculty is nationally recognized in the field of bioethics.

The small class sizes and versatile curricular options enable students to tailor the program to their individual interests. The program emphasizes face-to-face interaction, promotes scholarly and interpersonal communicative capabilities, and fosters close relationships among students, faculty and alumni.

The Graduate Program offers a Master of Arts degree and three Graduate Certificate options, as well as several joint degree options. The program is flexible for both full and part-time study.

For more information, including program philosophy, course and faculty listings, and application procedures, please contact Vicky Zickmund, (336-716-1499) as well as visit the website: [http://bioethics.wfu.edu/academic/graduate-programs](http://bioethics.wfu.edu/academic/graduate-programs)
Opportunities

OCTOBER 15-18, 2020
22ND ASBH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
BALTIMORE, MD.

Justice and Flourishing in a Pluralisitc World

For details please click here ashb.org.

Funding:
The Center for Bioethics, Health & Society is accepting, on a rolling basis, applications for small grants to support Bioethics activities.

For information and the application form for this funding opportunity, please see the CBHS Funding Application on the Center’s website.

Donation Button: There is now a donation button online on our website home page, please scroll down to, "Support Our Programs". This is an opportunity to give to the Center for Bioethics, Health and Society, or directly to the Graduate Programs of Bioethics. Thank you for considering Wake Forest Bioethics in your annual giving campaign!

Opportunities

Travel Information:

Parking: Reynolda - For those coming from Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center campus and the general public the Orange parking zones are available to you. Z. Smith Reynolds Library is Building 7 on the map - Reynolda Parking.

525@Vine – Please contact Vicky Zickmund (zickmuvl@wfu.edu)

Medical Center - Medical Center Parking for Exploring Ethics Series.

Shuttle service: Link for service to/from Medical Center to WFIQ/Wake Downtown and Link for service to/from WFU from WFIQ/Wake Downtown. Download shuttle App.